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INTRODUCTION

Omphacite is the name given to ordered (space group 
P2/n) pyroxenes at intermediate compositions along the 
Na(Al,Fe3+)Si2O6�Ca(Mg,Fe)Si2O6 join. Disordered high-tem-
perature clinopyroxenes have space group C2/c. Focusing on the 
join NaAlSi2O6�Ca(Mg,Fe)Si2O6, the onset of ordering below Tc 
≈ 860 °C (Carpenter 1981) is driven by partitioning of Mg and Al 
onto separate M1m and M1a sites, which are equivalent above 
the critical temperature. The M2 sites also split into Na-prefer-
ring M2n and Ca-preferring M2c sites below Tc. The thermody-
namics of omphacite ordering have been investigated in terms 
of generalized Bragg-Williams models (Davidson and Burton 
1987), by Landau theory (Carpenter et al. 1990; Holland 1990), 
by symmetric formalism (Holland and Powell 1996b) and, more 
recently, by cluster variation models (Vinograd 2002a, 2002b). 
Neither the Landau theory, which uses only a non-conÞ gura-
tional entropy, nor the models of Vinograd (2002a, 2002b) can 
be readily formulated for dealing with complex solid solutions 

with several order parameters, and so the simpler symmetric 
formalism (Holland and Powell 1996a, 1996b) will be used in this 
study. Although the symmetric formalism does not handle short-
range order explicitly, the energetic effects of short-range order 
closely follow those of long-range order (Holland and Powell 
1998), and the Þ eld term, introducing non-convergent ordering, 
may be used to simulate the effects of short-range order above 
any transformation temperature (Holland and Powell 1996a). 
Because of the charge-balanced substitution CaMg�NaAl, the 
ordering on M2 is not independent of that on M1. This simple 
assumption is corroborated by: (1) the Þ nding of Carpenter et al. 
(1990) that the order parameter on M2 is linearly dependent on 
that for M1; and (2) that for convergent omphacite both individual 
order parameters must go to zero at Tc. 

Omphacitic clinopyroxenes occur commonly in metabasic 
rocks at high and ultrahigh pressures. These pyroxenes, with 
garnet, play a pivotal role in determining conditions of forma-
tion of eclogites, as well as in general being essential in mineral 
equilibria modeling at such conditions. Although the omphacite 
model of Holland and Powell (1996b) has been used successfully 
for modeling rock phase equilibria in Na2O-CaO-K2O-FeO-
MgO-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O (e.g., Wei et al. 2003), that model used * E-mail: tjbh@esc.cam.ac.uk
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ABSTRACT

A new thermodynamic model for sodic pyroxenes involving jadeite-diopside-hedenbergite-acmite 
is presented. This model allows for ordering of Mg, Al, Fe2+, and Fe3+ on the M1 sites, with coupled 
Na and Ca ordering on the M2 sites. It is calibrated on the basis of experiments in three chemical 
subsystems together with available information on ordering in different pyroxenes and on the limited 
calorimetric data. Central to the determination of the parameters of the model is the use of relation-
ships among the end-member Gibbs energies and the interaction energies in the various possible 
non-independent sets of end-members. An important aspect of this model, which uses the symmetric 
formalism, is that Fe-Mg (FM) and Al-Fe3+ (AF') mixing is not assumed to be ideal. The model ac-
counts successfully for the experiments at both 600 °C and at higher temperatures involving ordered 
and disordered pyroxenes coexisting with albite and quartz in NCMAS, NCFAS, NF'AS systems as 
well as the available calorimetry. It is also able to predict the positions and slopes of tielines in coexist-
ing jadeite + omphacite and omphacite + augite found in nature at lower temperatures. Although the 
model requires a large number of energy parameters, some of these are not critical to the behavior of 
the model, while for others the constraints from experiment, calorimetry, ordering state and solvi lead 
to very limited allowable combinations. The model places some restrictive constraints on the shape 
of the phase relations in the jadeite�augite�acmite system. Petrological applications of the model are 
illustrated via a phase diagram example for a MORB bulk composition eclogite. 
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